
   

41470 VERTEX
Whether the movie is good or bad, the Vertex promises a
delightful experience. Sleek contemporary styling includes
a top stitched flange welt detail and a pillowtop seat
finished with a clean center seam. A luxurious 1.5" of
memory foam offers uncompromising comfort for long
durations, and a full pad-over chaise with extended
footrest gives complete support with extra legroom. Power
lumbar, headrest, and recline are the starring attractions
in this modern motion seat. A memory set key allows you
to program your ideal position and return to it
automatically with the push of a button. All functions,
including LED lighting in the cupholder with seven
different colour choices and three intensities, are
conveniently controlled from the cupholder or via the iPall
app. The cupholder also features integrated smart USB
charging that only draws power when in use, preserving
the chair's battery life. Wide track arms complete the
impressive silhouette, and provide deep storage with
optional grommets to add on tables, tablet holders,
wineglass holders, or LED flex light. The Vertex is an
impressively engineered, stylish choice that will make a
welcome addition to any home theatre.

FEATURES
Suspension: Back suspension features 100% premium
elastic webbing to provide consistent comfort and
support, Seat suspension features heavy gauge
sinuous springs, engineered to provide premium
comfort and endurance
Cushions: Attached seat cushions feature a high-
resiliency, high-density foam core with a layer of
memory foam for lavish comfort, Semi-attached back
cushions feature a high-resiliency, high-density foam
core with a layer of memory foam for lavish comfort.
Frame Construction: The majority of Palliser frames are
constructed from engineered wood products, hardwood
or softwood; joints are pinned and glued for uniformity
and strength.
Cover: All Palliser Fabrics, All Palliser Leathers
Mechanism Activation: Power recline, power headrests
and power lumbar with a button switch featuring
integrated USB charging, and LED backlighting,
finished in an attractive brushed metal

Visit all available options at PALLISER.COM



41470 VERTEX

A. Seat Depth: 21.5 in / 54.6 cm B. Seat Height: 22.8 in / 57.8 cm
C. Arm Height: 26.0 in / 66.1 cm D. Arm Depth: 36.5 in / 92.6 cm
E. Seat Back Height: 22.5 in / 57.2 cm F. Width of Arm: 14.5 in / 36.8 cm
G. Reclined Depth: 71.9 in / 182.7 cm H. Headrest Extension: 7.0 in / 17.8 cm

1L Recliner Power
Headrest&Lumbar
39 x 42 x 44"
100 x 107 x 111cm
IA: 23" / 59cm

2L LHF Pw Rcl HRest&Lmb
31 x 42 x 44"
78 x 107 x 111cm

3L RHF Pw Rcl HRest&Lmb
31 x 42 x 44"
78 x 107 x 111cm

4L Armless Loveseat Pw
HRest&Lmb
46 x 42 x 44"
117 x 107 x 111cm

5L LHF Rcl RHF WgArm
Pw HRest&Lmb
46 x 42 x 44"
117 x 107 x 111cm
IA: 23" / 59cm

6L RHF Rcl LHF WgArm
Pw HRest&Lmb
46 x 42 x 44"
117 x 107 x 111cm
IA: 23" / 59cm

7L RHF Wg Arm Pw Rcl
HRest&Lmb
39 x 42 x 44"
98 x 107 x 111cm

8L Armless Pw Rcl
HRest&Lmb
23 x 42 x 44"
59 x 107 x 111cm

9L LHF Wg Arm Pw Rcl
HRest&Lmb
39 x 42 x 44"
98 x 107 x 111cm

Measurements displayed here represent the standard for this series. Some pieces may vary.

Dimensions are the same for reverse direction where applicable.

Specifications are correct at time of printing and are subject to change
without notice.
LHF = left hand facing means the “end arm” is on the LEFT HAND SIDE
of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
RHF = right hand facing means the “end arm” is on the RIGHT HAND
SIDE of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
Actual measurements for each item may vary from what is shown here.
Please allow up to a +/- 1 inch difference.
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